Measurement of the number of molecules of a single mRNA species in a complex mRNA preparation.
The normalization of data obtained from hybridization experiments with DNA chips to determine mRNA expression and concentration (gene expression profiling) is an unsolved problem. Furthermore, slight changes in mRNA expression or small numbers of mRNA molecules which may be relevant to disease cannot be detected so far. We have designed a method to calculate the number of molecules of a single mRNA species in a complex mRNA preparation. The basic concept is the transformation of a quantitative problem into a qualitative problem. Individual molecules pertaining to the same molecular species (IMPSMS) are transformed to a mixture of new different molecular species (DMS) and amplified. We propose two implementations of the method. The first procedure is based on a method for cloning tagged nucleic acid molecules onto the surface of micro-beads. It should be possible to transform and determine up to 10(6) IMPSMS into new DMS. The second strategy uses multimeric linkers, a method frequently used in DNA computing to assemble random DNA. The second strategy should be easier to implement but is limited to a few hundred IMPSMS.